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Abstract: In the last 20 years, research into and clinical use of wireless ingestible capsules (WIC)
has increased, with capsule endoscopy being the most common application in clinical practice.
Additionally, there has been an increased research interest in sensing capsules. To maximize the
usefulness of the information provided by these devices, it is crucial to know their location within
the gastrointestinal tract. The main WIC localization methods in research include radio frequency
approaches, video-based methods, and magnetic-based methods. Of these methods, the magnetic-
based methods show the most potential in terms of localization accuracy. However, the need for
an external transmitting (or sensing) array poses an important limitation, as evidenced by most
of the reported methods involving a rigid structure. This poses a challenge to its wearability and
performance in daily life environments. This paper provides an overview of the state of the art on
magnetic-based localization for WIC, followed by a proof of concept of a system that aims to solve
the wearability challenges. Comparative performance simulations of different transmitter arrays
are presented. The effect of including one or two receiver coils in the WIC is also evaluated in the
simulation. Experimental localization results for a planar transmitter array and for a more wearable
belt-shaped transmitter are presented and compared. A localization mean absolute error (MAE) as
low as 6.5 mm was achieved for the planar array in a volume of 15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm, starting
at a 5 cm distance from the transmitter. Evaluating the belt array in a similar volume of interest
(15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm starting at 7.5 cm distance from the transmitter) resulted in an MAE of
13.1 mm across the volume and a plane-specific MAE as low as 9.5 mm when evaluated at a 12.5 cm
distance. These initial results demonstrate comparable performances between these two transmitters,
while the belt array has the potential to enable measurements in daily-life environments. Despite
these promising results, it was identified that an improvement in the model for the magnetic field
when using transmitter coils with ferrite cores is necessary and is likely to result in better localization
accuracy. This belt-array approach, together with compensation techniques for body motion, as
recently reported for rigid arrays, has the potential to enable WIC localization in uncontrolled
environments with minimal impact on the user’s daily life.

Keywords: wireless ingestible capsule; sensing capsule; magnetic localization; wearable transmitter
array

1. Introduction

Localization of wireless ingestible capsules (WIC) is a research topic that has gained
interest in the last decade due to the increased research into and clinical use of WICs.
Since the commercial release of the first WIC in the form of a capsule endoscope (CE) by
Given Imaging (Now PillCam by Medtronic [1]) in 2001, other WICs have been the focus of
research and have been introduced to the market. Currently, several commercial CE devices
are available, including PillCam by Medtronic [1], Endocapsule by Olympus [2], Capso-
Cam by CapsoVision [3], MiroCam by IntroMedic [4] and Omom by Jinshan Group [5].
These CEs focus on imaging of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, although some variations
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include other functionalities for specific diseases (e.g., SmartPill Motility Testing System by
Medtronic [6]).

In addition to commercially available WICs, several investigational devices and proof-
of-concept prototypes have been reported in the literature. These devices include additional
functionalities that aim to aid in the diagnosis of numerous GI-related conditions. Besides
measurement of pH and temperature, some of these additional functionalities include the
capability of measuring gases within the GI tract (O2, H2, CO2) [7], performing electrochem-
ical sensing [8], infrared fluorescence [9], drug delivery [10], bio-molecular detection [11]
and sampling of the gut microbiome [12], among others. An overview of emerging tech-
nologies in the WIC field and the upcoming challenges is summarized in [13–15].

Accurate localization of WIC devices has thus become increasingly important, as
these are evolving from image acquisition devices into multi-modal sensor units with the
potential to play an important role in the diagnosis of multiple GI-related diseases. It is
therefore crucial to include information on the location of specific measurements within
the GI tract in the acquired data. This will enable better identification of the physiological
location of GI abnormalities, maximize the usefulness of the collected data and facilitate
location-dependent actions such as drug delivery and sampling.

Different techniques have been researched over the last decade for WIC localization,
with radio frequency (RF) techniques being the most common and used in some commercial
CEs. However, RF-based techniques have drawbacks related to the penetration depth and
inhomogeneities within the human body. Other techniques based on computer vision and
magnetic fields have thus been the focus of research, as they have important advantages due
to the homogeneous permittivity of the human body to (static and quasi-static) magnetic
fields and promising results in terms of spatial accuracy.

A limitation identified in the magnetic-based methods reported in literature is the
wearability of the proposed solutions. While small localization errors have been reported in
evaluations of magnetic-based solutions, they tend to require an external array of sensors or
coils that are comprised of rigid structures and are thus considered impractical for wearable
systems [16].

This work aims to evaluate a proof of concept of a system that would increase the
wearability of the required external transmitter when performing magnetic-based local-
ization. To this end, comparative performance simulations were conducted for different
transmitter arrays that would improve the wearability of such systems. Based on these
simulations, the selection to build a belt-shaped array transmitter was made, which was
then evaluated and compared against measurements from a planar array.

2. State of the Art

The most researched WIC localization methods are radio frequency (RF)-based meth-
ods, video-based (computer vision) methods and magnetic and electromagnetic-based
methods. Other less researched methods include ultrasound, the use of inertial mea-
surement units (IMUs) and in-hospital techniques such as X-ray imaging and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), which are commonly used as a ground truth when evaluating
methods in the above-mentioned categories, but require bulky equipment that does not
allow for a portable system.

RF-based methods include localization techniques that use the received signal strength
(RSS), the time of flight (ToF), direction of arrival (DoA) and radiofrequency identification
(RF-ID). One advantage of RF methods is that the in-pill hardware used for communication
(typically at frequencies in the range of a few hundred MHz) is also used for RF-based
localization. This is an important benefit given the space and power restrictions of WIC
devices. However, the localization accuracy and general performance of these methods
is significantly affected by the non-homogeneous attenuation of RF signals within the
human body.

Overall, localization errors reported for received signal strength indicator (RSSI) tech-
niques are typically in the order of 40 mm [17,18] to 80 mm [19]. Most of these RF-based
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approaches try to compensate for the in-body non-homogeneous signal absorption in some
way. This involves using human body models or averaged attenuation estimations [20–22].
Some efforts to perform RSS-based localization without prior knowledge of body charac-
teristics or antenna properties have been reported, with simulated root mean square error
(RMSE) results ranging from 35 mm to 36 mm [23]. It is worth noting that most of the
available literature is a result of simulations, and the few reported experimental results
include either homogeneous phantoms [24] (error of 20 mm) in vivo measurements with
restrictions, such as antenna alignment and a maximum distance between external antenna
and WIC of 80 mm [25] (error of 10 mm based on two measurement points).

Because of its relatively simple implementation and the advantages of already having
an in-pill RF source for communication purposes, RSSI has been the method included
in some of the commercially available pills that offer localization capabilities. The most
well-known examples of this are the PillCam by Medtronic [1] (Previously Given Imaging),
and the Olympus Endocapsule 10 [2]. The former includes a set of eight sensors attached to
the abdomen and chest. This system provides a two-dimensional localization and has been
characterized using in vivo experiments to achieve a mean absolute error (MAE) of 37.7 mm
and a maximum error higher than 100 mm [26]. This level of accuracy and the limitation to
two-dimensional data may be useful for a rough indication of the location of CEs but is
likely insufficient when used within the emerging WICs, which have an increased number
of sensors and aim to diagnose and treat a high number location-dependent GI conditions.

In the case of the Olympus Endocapsule, a three-dimensional localization method
is used, which also uses a set of seven to eight patch antennas in combination with two
external units. This system was evaluated in vivo, with individual axis errors ranging
between 20 mm and 25 mm, and propagated errors between 53.2 mm and 73.9 mm [27].
It is worth noting that, in this study, it was found that the total spatial error and the
body mass index (BMI) of the volunteers were correlated, which highlights a limitation of
RSSI-based methods.

The more complex ToF and DoA techniques have also been primarily evaluated in
simulation environments, with lower errors than RSSI methods being reported. This
includes ToF averaged errors ranging from 8.8 mm [28] to 15 mm [17,29]. Simultaneous
ToF and DoA with IMU data methods were reported to achieve errors below 10 mm
when integrated into a Kalman filter approach [30]. Similar results have been reported
for standalone DoA techniques [31]. In an attempt to avoid the use of an a-priori average
permittivity in ToF methods to estimate propagation velocity, as done in [17,29] other
authors have reported an RSS-based estimation of this parameter, resulting in an error of
approximately 2 mm when combined with a ToF technique [32]. However, most research in
this field is based on simulations and relies on the use of human body models. This makes
it less likely to maintain the simulated performance in real-life environments, where the
position of the different organs and body structures changes between different individuals
and over time within the same individual.

The use of RF-ID tags has also been explored for localization purposes, although these
are less common in the literature [33]. In [34], a method using RF-ID and a cubic antenna
array was reported, resulting in errors below 7.8 mm when tested in air. An example of
such a passive RF-ID localization method is found in the commercial device Calypso by
Varian Medical System Inc., which reports accuracies of 2 mm using a clinical tabletop
device [35] and is reported to be limited to a depth of 16 mm to 20 mm [36]. Similar
approaches using LC markers have been reported in [37,38]. For a more detailed analysis
of RF-based methods, the reader is referred to [16,20,39].

Since CE devices already capture images of the GI tract, another explored method is
the use of these images together with computer vision techniques in order to perform a
rough identification of the different parts of the GI tract, or even compute their relative
displacement based on consecutive images [16]. The PillCam by Medtronic already makes
use of some of its images to perform an identification of entrance to the stomach, passage
in the pylorus and passage through ileocecal valve [26], which is then used to estimate GI
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transit times. Other more elaborate camera-based methods have been reported [40–43], but
these still need to be evaluated in more realistic conditions [16].

A category of techniques that is currently gaining attention uses DC and low-frequency
(also termed quasi-static) magnetic fields, overcoming limitations of the RF-based tech-
niques regarding body inhomogeneities. These take advantage of the homogeneous per-
meability of the human body to these fields, which is almost equivalent to that of air. The
‘quasi-static’ electromagnetic region is defined as the region significantly smaller than one
wavelength [44], in which it can be assumed that the magnetic and electric fields are decou-
pled. The WIC localization magnetic-based techniques can vary depending on whether
the magnetic field is generated externally (i.e., outside the body) or internally (i.e., within
the WIC). For externally generated fields, these fields can be DC fields creating a charac-
teristic field gradient or AC fields from which the amplitude can typically be modelled
as a function of the measurement location and orientation. Internally generated fields
can be achieved by either permanent magnets or by electromagnets. Figure 1 provides an
overview of the mentioned magnetic-based approaches.
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Figure 1. Overview of the most commonly researched magnetic-based WIC localization methods.

One of the most common approaches reported when magnetic-based localization of
WICs started was the use of a permanent magnet. In this method, a magnet is included
within the WIC, and the DC magnetic field caused by it is measured using an external
sensor array. The Magnetic Tracking System MTS-1, was one such system developed by
the Swiss company Motilis Medica. It used a planar array of Hall-effect sensors [45] to
evaluate GI motility and was able to perform magnet tracking up to a distance of 20 cm
from the sensor array. In vivo evaluations of this system in controlled (non-ambulatory)
conditions showed its ability to provide useful data related to gastrointestinal transit times
and motility [46–48]. The results showed an agreement between estimated trajectories and
reference radiographic images [49].

The same company later reported an update to the system by switching to a AC
magnetic fields [50] to overcome the need for a controlled environment when using DC
fields from a permanent magnet. These fields are of the same magnitude as the earth’s
magnetic field and have a significant impact on the system’s calibration [51]. For this
purpose, the in-pill magnet was replaced with an electromagnet, and the signals were
measured using four sensors placed in a receiver plate on the abdomen, as shown in
Figure 2. Although no spatial localization errors were reported, physiological validation
showed region-specific contraction patterns and helped in the computation of the transit
times, which agreed with the times calculated based on radio opaque markers. It is
worth noting that for motility-oriented pills, the complete pill volume is dedicated to the
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localization/motility functionality. This is not possible in other WICs such as CE or multi-
sensor WICs where the space available for localization-related components is significantly
reduced. In an effort to reduce the space occupied by the localization components, a WIC
with an ASIC was also presented by the company [52,53], which allowed the pill diameter
to be reduced from 8 mm to 6 mm.
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Figure 2. WIC, sensor array and receiver system presented by Motilis Medica when moving to an
AC magnetic localization method [50] from their previous approach of using a permanent magnet
within the WIC.

Similar to the initial system reported by Motilis Medica based on an in-pill permanent
magnet, other systems have been reported together with experiments evaluating the spatial
localization accuracy of such a method. Typically, these methods make use of the dipole
model and optimization algorithms to estimate the location of the magnet. In [54], a magnet
with a diameter of 6 mm and a length of 12 mm was shown together with a planar 4-sensor
array and a calibration method for system orientation, resulting in an error of 5 mm when
evaluated in a volume of 20 cm × 20 cm × 20 cm. The system was also tested in vivo, and
locations were visually compared against X-ray images. Similar results (MAE of 5.6 mm)
were achieved by using a planar array of 16 Hall-effect sensors [55].

With the purpose of increasing the localization volume and improving the accuracy,
researchers have also reported three-dimensional sensor arrays for the localization of
permanent magnets. Examples include a cubic array (Figure 3a) of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 m3 with
16 sensors per side of the cube that resulted in an average error of 1.8 mm [56] as well as a
cylinder-like array with 32 sensors (Figure 3b) that resulted in a 3.82 mm error [57] when
applying compensation algorithms based on two external magnets.
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Figure 3. Examples of three-dimensional sensor arrays proposed in literature for WIC localization
based on an in-WIC permanent magnet. (a) 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 m3 cubic array with 16 magnetic sensors
per face proposed in [56]; (b) cylinder-like array with 32 sensors proposed in [57], including a
compensation algorithm based on two external magnets; (c) sensor array proposed in [58] together
with additional magnetic sensors on the surface of the body for motion compensation; (d) sensor
array proposed in [59] with geomagnetic field compensation.

Because of the known interference from the Earth’s magnetic field and the sensitivity
to changes in orientation, compensation algorithms have been reported, ranging from
static algorithms that assume a fixed orientation of the sensor array with respect to Earth’s
magnetic field [54] to methods that use additional sensors such as IMUs, allowing for an
error of 4 mm [60]. Other systems include additional magnetic sensors on the surface of
the body (Figure 3c) resulting in a 10 mm error [58] and methods for two-dimensional
localization without using additional sensors for compensation with errors of 3 mm [61]
and 8 mm [62].

It is clear from the state of the art of using permanent magnets for WIC localization that
these systems have the potential to achieve mm-level accuracy. Nevertheless, the fact that a
planar array is not sufficient to achieve localization that covers the complete GI tract [16]
and that three-dimensional sensor array structures such as the ones shown in Figure 3 are
necessary makes this solution less attractive for an ambulatory environment. In addition,
the inclusion of a magnet within the WIC significantly reduces the available space for other
required components such as battery, sensors and required electronic circuitry. Specially
taking into account that the size of the magnet plays an important role in the localization
errors and that most of the reported research using DC fields uses magnets with dimensions
on the order of 1 cm (12 mm × 6 mm [54], 10 mm × 10 mm [60,61] 15 mm × 10 mm [58,62],
5 mm × 10 mm [63], 5 mm × 3 mm [59]). Smaller magnets imply the need for a bigger
sensor array (Figure 3d) [59] to compensate for the lower magnetic field. Furthermore,
only one WIC can be used at a time, and a permanent magnet in the WIC poses additional
safety risks. For example, it will not be possible to undergo an MRI scan in the case of
an emergency.

Few approaches using DC magnetic fields generated from outside the body have been
reported [64,65]. These approaches use the principle of magnetic gradient present in MRI
devices but require a relatively high field to avoid disturbances from the earth’s magnetic
field. In [65], a WIC was presented with a gradient-based localization system that achieved
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a mean resolution of 1.5 mm. However, this system required a set of transmitting coils that
needed 15 A of current (800 W) and weighed 18 Kg. An alternative system was discussed
that would require 350 mA of current with a weight of 1.2 Kg, and had the potential to
achieve a mean resolution of 7.5 mm. In vivo animal validation was presented using two
sets of the 15 A gradient coils with errors between 0.54 mm and 6 mm, demonstrating the
feasibility of the concept when used in human bodies. Nevertheless, the wearability of the
system is rather limited, even when considering the alternative transmitter proposed.

The use of quasi-static (i.e., low frequency) magnetic fields has been presented as
a technique that has several advantages over RF-based methods and the use of in-WIC
permanent magnets. While in some cases, the AC magnetic field is generated from within
an electromagnet in the pill [50], most of the research has focused on the external (out of
body) generation of magnetic fields and the internal (inside the WIC) sensing of these fields.
This is likely due to the power requirements of generating the field within the WIC and the
tradeoff it implies regarding the available power for other sensing functionalities.

Solutions that use an external AC magnetic field employ the same working principle as
commercially available systems in the fields of tracking of surgical instruments (Aurora system
by Northern Digital Inc. -103 Randall Drive. Ontario, Canada-) [66] and other applications
such as sports tracking (Pholemus Inc. -40 Hercules Dr. Colchester, VT, USA-) [67] and VR
systems (AmfiTrack by Amfitech. -Jens Grøns Vej 2. Vejle, Denmark- [68]). This method has
the advantage of being immune to DC magnetic field variations with changing orientation
and hence does not need geomagnetic compensation.

One of the earliest works that reported this approach for miniature receiving coils [69]
(and hence with the potential to be integrated within a WIC) showed sub-mm errors by
using a 3 mm × 0.9 mm sensing coil and an 8 × 8 planar array of transmitting coils
(Figure 4a). This method was used for an initial position estimation followed by the use of
an 8-coil subarray for position tracking. In this case, a current of 1 A at 50 kHz was used in
the transmitter. The algorithm included a dipole model for the source and a Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization algorithm to obtain the estimated location. A localization range of
200 mm above the planar array was reported. This concept was further evaluated by the
authors in eye-tracking applications in animals [70] and humans [71].Electronics 2023, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 29 
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Figure 4. Example of systems for magnetic-based localization. (a) One of the earliest works reporting
magnetic-based localization for miniature receiving coils using an 8 × 8 planar transmitter array [69];
(b) magnetic-based localization reported for WIC localization application with three-dimensional
pill-shaped receiving coils and a 9.5 cm transmitting sphere [72]; (c) WIC localization approach with
a one-dimensional receiver and an array of 9 transmitting coils [73]; (d) magnetic-based localization
system with a planar array of 8 transmitting coils for virtual bronchoscopy applications [74].
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An application for WIC localization was reported in [72]. Three sensing coils wound
in a pill-shaped structure were used as sensing unit, and a set of three orthogonal coils in a
sphere with a diameter of 9.5 cm (Figure 4b) and a current of 0.6 A (7.7 kHz) were used as
the transmitting array. When tested in two positions, errors between 2.4 mm and 12 mm
were reported for individual axes. Additional research by the authors [75] presented a
system in which both the transmitting and receiving coils were configured in resonance, in
order to increase the efficiency of the transmitter and the gain of the sensing coil. In this
case, errors below 3 mm were achieved for a distance up to 200 mm from the transmitter
sphere. A similar approach using a one-dimensional coil around the pill was presented
in [76], without details on the characteristics of the field generator.

Similarly, an array of nine coils (Figure 4c) was used simultaneously at different
frequencies (0.2 to 1.8 kHz) and with a driving current of 3 A, as presented in [73], together
with a one-dimensional receiver coil of 12.7 mm × 0.8 mm. Errors of 2.3 mm were reported
in a range of 500 mm when the receiver coil was aligned with the transmitting coils.
Other magnetic-based localization systems for applications different than WIC localization
have been reported in the literature [70,71,77,78], mostly using a planar transmitter array
(Figure 4d) and at least one receiving coil.

An alternative to the use of sensing coils inside the WIC is to use a magnetic sensor with
sufficient bandwidth to sense the magnetic field at the quasi-static frequency. This approach
was presented in [79], where a magnetoresistive (MR) sensor was used in combination
with a uniaxial transmitter coil operating at 2.5 kHz. The advantage of using such sensors
is that three-dimensional fields can be measured while occupying a smaller volume than
typical receiver coils. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of such MR sensors is relatively low
(1 mV/V/Gauss in this case) and dependent on the supply voltage, which is typically
limited within a WIC system. This translates into just 18 µV/µT for a system with 1.8 V
supply and 33 µV/µT for a 3.3 V system. This sensitivity is significantly lower than
typical sensitivities of 0.1 V/Hz T (2.5 mV/µT at 25 kHz) reported for coil-based magnetic
localization systems [80]. This specific work using an MR sensor reported an error of
2.6 mm for a distance below 200 mm between transmitter and sensor, but the transmitter
current and the voltage supply used for the MR sensor were not specified.

Research on magnetic-based localization methods for WIC and other localization
purposes has shown promise due to the mm-level accuracy they can provide, and the
fact that the human body can be considered as “transparent” for DC and low-frequency
magnetic fields. This helps to overcome the limitations of the common RF-based methods,
where models and assumptions are necessary. Despite the need to include additional
hardware in the WIC (at least a receiver coil and signal pre-processing circuitry) and the
possible interference from nearby ferromagnetic materials (including some of the WIC
components), magnetic-based localization of WIC (particularly the quasi-static approach)
is expected to be an important component of upcoming investigational and commercial
ingestible devices.

Despite these advantages and the elaborate prototypes that have been presented in
the last decade, there is an important aspect on wearability that has not been adequately
addressed. The prototypes shown in Figure 3, which use a permanent magnet, as well
as those shown in Figure 4, which use low-frequency magnetic fields, rely on sensing
(for the magnet approach) or transmitting (for the quasi-static approach) structures that
have limited wearability. This presents an inconvenience when attempting to perform
WIC localization while allowing the person to perform their daily life activities. Recent
reviews agree that the main limitation of the magnetic field-based methods is the use
of a rigid sensor/coil array, which is not practical for a wearable system [16]. Another
aspect related to the wearability that should be considered is the power consumption of
the system, including the batteries required for a wearable system and the self-heating of
these external units.

Moreover, the relative motion of external devices with respect to the body can be a
source of additional localization error. To correct for this, compensation algorithms have
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been proposed. Complementary to these algorithms, an external unit that reduces motion
with respect to the body will minimize the error caused by body movements. In general,
an external unit (specifically, the transmitter unit in the quasi-static approach) with as few
wearability limitations as possible for the user, and allowing ambulatory WIC localization,
has yet to be presented. Therefore, this work presents a prototype that aims to bridge this
gap and serve as the first step towards a wearable WIC localization system.

3. Materials and Methods

The goal of this work is to improve the wearability of a magnetic-based localization
system. An existing system from the state of the art was selected as a starting point and basis
for comparison. Therefore, one of the simulated and built systems followed the localization
solution ‘Anser EMT’ [77,81]. Specifically, the planar transmitter (Figure 4d) reported in
this system (aimed for tracking of virtual bronchoscopy systems [74]) as well as the use of
a model based on the Biot-Savart law for square coils was used. This work also involved
a MATLAB-based optimization solver that used a ‘Trust Region’ algorithm [82], which is
considered an evolution of the commonly used Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [45,55,70].

3.1. Wearable Transmitter Concepts and Simulations

As an initial step towards evaluating a more wearable alternative for a transmitter
unit to be used within a low-frequency magnetic localization system for WICs, different
wearable concepts were proposed, as shown in Figure 5. These include the use of a belt-
worn ‘box’ comprised of multiple three-dimensional coils (Figure 5a), a belt with the same
type of coils worn on the waist (Figure 5b), a chest belt similar in form factor to some
fitness trackers, also populated with small coil cubes (Figure 5c) and patches on the skin
distributed on the chest and abdominal area and/or on the subject’s back (Figure 5d).
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in red; (b) waist-worn belt array concept with transmitting coils in blue; (c) chest-worn belt array
concept with transmitting coils in blue; (d) skin patch array concept with transmitting patches and
wiring in red.

These concepts were initially evaluated by simulating the magnetic field from each
of the arrays. This was done using the Python library MagPyLib [83] to obtain the three-
dimensional magnetic field in each points of a cube of dimensions of 20 cm × 20 cm × 20 cm,
as shown in Figure 6 for the belt array. To emulate the use of a one-dimensional receiver, an
arbitrary orientation of the receiver was selected (in this case 10◦,15◦ in a spherical coordinate
system). After this, the simulated values were used to perform the localization estimation
with different levels of noise added to evaluate the robustness of each of the proposed arrays
in the presence of noise. The specific variations in the simulations presented here include:
an array of nine three-dimensional coil cubes for the box transmitter (Figure 5a), an array of
12 three-dimensional coil cubes for the belt transmitters (Figure 5b,c) and an array of eight
planar coils for the patch array (Figure 5d). In the case of the belt simulation, only a waist
configuration was simulated due to the symmetry of placing the belt in the waist or in the
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lower chest with respect to the main area of interest, as shown in Figure 6a,b. Performance
differences between these waist and chest belt concepts are only expected to be seen when
evaluating the system under real-life conditions, where the waist location is expected to
require more complex motion compensation algorithms due to the relative movement of the
abdominal area with respect to a subject’s waist.
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transmitting 3D coils.

An additional simulation was conducted to compare having a one-dimensional re-
ceiver in the WIC to having two orthogonal receiver coils. In this simulation, the opti-
mization algorithm was updated to receive input from two receiver coils and perform the
localization estimation using three different approaches: (A) performing an independent lo-
calization estimation and obtaining the average location (Figure 7a); (B) providing both val-
ues as inputs to the least squares solver and thus doubling the number of values/equations
within the objective function (Figure 7b); (C) calculating the resulting magnetic vector
from both measurements and using it as an input for the location estimation algorithm
(Figure 7c). Theoretically, it is expected that the second of these options would provide
better results since the optimization algorithm has more information available.
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3.2. System Architecture

As mentioned above, the goal was to implement a reference transmitter (the planar
array from Figure 4d) and one of the proposed wearable transmitter arrays for comparison
purposes. Based on the simulation results (see Section 4: Results), it was decided to
implement the belt transmitter array. The system architecture for the complete magnetic-
based localization proof of concept prototype is shown in Figure 8.
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3.2.1. Coil Driving and Demultiplexing Stage

The system consists of a coil driving circuit that connects to the transmitter array (either
the planar array or the proposed belt array). This circuit includes a half bridge driver that
generates a square wave of up to 12 V peak-to-peak (when supplied with 12 V) to be used
within an LC series tank circuit consisting of a selected capacitance and each individual coil.
A demultiplexing stage is included after the tuning capacitor to time-multiplex the signal
for each transmitter coil. Each coil is then grounded via a common 0.1 Ω precision resistor.
The voltage at the resistor (after a × 11 V/V amplification) characterizes the current flowing
through each of the coils and detects the sign of the AC magnetic field by means of a phase
comparison. Once integrated into a WIC, this sign detection process needs to be updated
(since there will be separate controllers for the WIC and the external unit).

A time-multiplexed approach was selected in this case as opposed to frequency mul-
tiplexing, as done in [77,81], since the WIC localization requirements allow for a slower
localization update, as the movement of the WIC within the GI tract is relatively slow. The
fastest speeds within the small intestine have been identified to have upper local values of
close to 4.8 mm/s and typical mean progression values of 0.48 mm/s [47]. If the aim is to
record location data every 1 cm, then measurements must be performed every 2 s to capture
fast movements and every 20 s or higher to capture mean WIC progression. Considering
that a complete time-multiplexed acquisition for an eight-coil system takes ~200 ms and a
location estimation of ~50 ms (for the optimization settings used in this experiment), the
switch to a time-multiplexed system is not expected to introduce additional localization
errors when used within a WIC.

This time-multiplexing approach allows the use of the same driver circuit for the
complete transmitter array and enables further miniaturization and integration of the
system in the future by avoiding the need for individual coil driving circuits. In addition, it
reduces the complexity of the WIC circuit and/or digital signal processing regarding the
extraction of the signals caused by each transmitter coil. The demultiplexing stage for the
planar array was a set of eight relays (PCN-105D3MHZ from TE Connectivity) controlled
by a MAX4896ATP+ (Maxim Integrated) relay driver. The relay system for the belt setup
was comprised of two stacked PCBs on top of the PCB containing the transmitter circuit
(Figure 9), each with four of the same relay drivers connected in daisy chain configuration
and controlling 32 relays. An Analog Discovery 2 (AD2) by Digilent® -1300 NE Henley
Ct. Suite 3. Pullman, WA, USA- was used to control the stack of boards, allowing for the
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definition of the frequency of operation, desired amplitude and the coil activation sequence
from a Python script. The same AD2 was used to sequentially acquire both the signal from
the 0.1 Ω current-sensing resistor as well as the signal from the receiver coil (see subsection
“Receiver coil and signal acquisition”). It is worth noting that in this approach, the signal is
not acquired during the switching process, and enough time is allowed for the new signal
to stabilize. Hence, the signal transition is not expected to affect the localization results.
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Figure 9. Stacked PCB design including the transmitter (bottom) and demultiplexing (top) circuits.

The initial choice of using relays instead of CMOS switches was made to ensure
full disconnection from all the coils in the transmitter array while aiming to activate an
individual coil, as well to allow to use the prototype with a wider range of currents in the
transmitter coil in the testing stage. Further integration of the system could make use of
more compact CMOS switches, allowing miniaturization of the coil driving unit, provided
that the effect of changing the switching characteristics is evaluated for its impact on the
localization estimations. Such an impact could be caused by a leakage current flowing
into “disconnected” coils, which would add to the magnetic field measured that does
not only correspond to the activated coil, resulting in additional noise in the form of a
location-dependent magnetic field offset.

3.2.2. Transmitter Arrays

The planar transmitter array (Figure 10a) used for comparison comprised eight PCB
coils with an inductance of ~79 µH and a resistance of ~3 Ω, which were spatially dis-
tributed in the same way as in [77]. The resistance of a transmitter coil is desired to be as
low as possible in order to maximize the transmitter current and obtain a higher LC tank
quality factor (4.24 in this case). An equivalent capacitance of 0.5 µF was added in series for
a theoretical resonance frequency of 25.32 kHz. The proposed belt array (concept shown
in Figure 5b,c) prototype was built with 12 cube three-dimensional coils (3DTX08-A-0060J
from Premo Group), each with outer dimensions 14.7 mm × 16.5 mm × 11.75 mm around
a circular shape with a 36 cm diameter (Figure 10b). The use of such small coils (just above
1 cm in height) has the potential for a minimalistic wearable solution, considering that the
number of coils could be reduced, or its distribution could be adapted. The connections to
the coil driving and demultiplexing circuit, as well as to the AD2, are shown in Figure 10c.
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Figure 10. Prototypes used for comparison measurements. (a) Planar transmitted array replicated
from the available literature; (b) belt-transmitter array prototype proposed in this work around
a vase simulating the human body; (c) transmitting and control circuitry including driver circuit,
demultiplexing circuit and an Analog Discovery 2 (Digilent®) controlling unit.

The selection of 12 three-dimensional transmitter units for the proposed belt prototype
was based on simulation results, which showed that the obtained localization error did not
significantly improve when further increasing this number. These three-dimensional coils
have inductances of 100 µH, 100 µH and 78 µH and resistances of 5.4 Ω, 5.6 Ω and 5.6 Ω for
the X, Y and Z coils, respectively. Therefore, series resonance capacitors of 400 nF and 520 nF
were used for theoretical resonance frequencies of 25.16 kHz and 24.99 kHz. All the system
evaluations were done at 25 kHz, and resonance around this frequency was confirmed
in measurements. In addition, the current flowing through the coils was characterized
for square wave amplitudes between 0.5 V and 10 V. For the presented belt prototype
(with 1 A transmitter currents) the transmitter circuit was supplied with 10 V, and current
consumptions of 147 mA (transmitter coils off) and 285 mA (transmitter coils on) was
observed. This consumption could be further optimized in a later miniaturization stage.

Although this work evaluated these transmitter array prototypes at a frequency of
25 kHz, it is worth mentioning that the choice of frequency may vary as long as it remains
within the quasi-static region, does not become significantly attenuated within the body and
does not induce significant amounts of Eddy currents that can distort the local magnetic
fields. Experiments evaluating these factors have found that an attenuation of 2 dB to
4 dB is already present in the 500 kHz–2 MHz range [84], and that there is an error in the
magnetic field of about 5% above 250 kHz [81], with field errors of 2% to 3% already having
an impact on a magnetic localization system. Based on this, it is recommended to limit
to frequencies below 200 kHz for localization purposes. The choice of frequency should
take into account the effects of frequency on receiver sensitivity (lower sensitivity with a
decrease in frequency), bandwidth characteristics for readout circuits and the resulting
power consumption.

3.2.3. Receiver Coil and Signal Acquisition

In the receiver, a one-dimensional ferrite coil (TP0602-09000J from Premo Group)
was used, with dimensions of 6.6 mm × 2.3 mm × 1.75 mm, an inductance of 9 mH, a
resistance of 175 Ω and a reported sensitivity of 35 mV/A/m (27.8 mV/µT) at 125 kHz.
Considering the linearity of the coil at lower frequencies, the sensitivity at the selected
working frequency of 25 kHz is estimated to be 5.56 mV/µT. The coil size allows for its
integration within a typical WIC with standard FDA size. This coil was connected to
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an instrumentation amplifier and further low-pass filtered (and additionally amplified if
required) using an SR560 low noise preamplifier from Stanford Research Systems. The two
instrumentation amplifiers included in the evaluation (INA350 from Texas Instruments
and MCP6N11-010 from Microchip) were preselected as two options that could potentially
be integrated within a WIC due to their size, with trade-offs in power consumption vs.
bandwidth (see Table 1). These were supplied with 3 V and a 1.5 V mid-supply reference
using a battery-powered supply. The different configurations evaluated in this work, as
well as the current through the transmitter coils, are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the instrumentation amplifiers used in the receiver part of the
presented WIC magnetic-localization proof-of-concept.

Instrumentation
Amplifier Size Quiescent

Current
Bandwidth @

Gain ×50 Available Gain

INA350 2 mm × 2 mm 100 µA 25 kHz ×30, ×50 *

MCP6N11 2 mm × 3 mm 800 µA 100 kHz
(GBP: 5 MHz) ≥×10

* Limited to ~×35 when working at the 25 kHz bandwidth limit.

Table 2. Transmitter–receiver configurations evaluated in this work, together with the applied current
through each of the transmitters.

Transmitter Array
Instrumentation

Amplifier/
Theoretical Gain

Current through
Coil

Low-Pass
Filter/Additional

Amplification

Characterized
Total Gain

Tested Planes
above

Transmitter

Planar
Transmitter *

INA350/× 50 325 mA 100 kHz,
(12 dB/Octave)/× 1 ×33 (7–20) cm ***

MCP6N11/× 50 144 mA 30 kHz,
(12 dB/Octave)/× 1 ×28 (5–20) cm

Belt
Transmitter ** INA350/× 50 1 A 100 kHz,

(6 dB/Octave)/× 10 ×359 (7.5–20) cm

* Reported configurations performed better than others, possibly because of lowered total gain and/or increased
noise; ** Belt experiments limited to INA350 as these aimed for an initial performance comparison; *** Measure-
ments at 5 cm from transmitter were not included since these resulted in amplifier saturation.

In the case of the planar transmitter array, the best performing configurations were
reported for each instrumentation amplifier. This resulted in different current and filtering
settings between the INA350 and the MCP6N11. This is likely caused by the limited
bandwidth of the INA350, which required an increase in the cut-off frequency to limit
further gain reduction, resulting in increased noise and requiring a higher signal amplitude
to achieve lower errors.

The signal from the individual transmitter coils was sequentially acquired simultane-
ously with the current sensing signal by the same AD2 (Digilent®) and Python program
used to control the coil driving board. It is worth noting that this centralized control of
the driving board and signal acquisition was only done for the proof-of-concept prototype,
and these two functions need to be performed by separate systems in a realistic WIC setup
(namely the WIC and the external controller). Therefore, wireless synchronization be-
tween these separate systems, further integration of the receiver circuitry and in-controller
amplitude and (relative) sign extraction are necessary as next steps.

3.3. System Evaluation

The system was evaluated using a robot arm (Dobot Magician from Dobot) with a
wooden stick attached to its pen holder accessory (Figure 11) to avoid the presence of
metallic objects in the surroundings that may distort local magnetic fields. The receiver
coil, together with the instrumentation amplifier, was placed at the tip of this stick, and
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the signals were connected to the preamplifier and power supply using a USB-C cable and
the appropriate connection adapters. The robot arm was placed on an upper shelf, while
the transmitter being tested was placed on a table mechanically connected to this shelf,
as shown in Figure 11b. A Python script was used to program the robot arm to perform
movements within a grid of 7 × 7 points with X and Y coordinates ranging from −7.5 cm
to +7.5 cm, resulting in a plane covering 15 cm × 15 cm. The selection of this plane was
limited by the working area of the robot arm. The transmitter array being tested was then
placed below the receiver coil with its centre (0,0 coordinates) aligned with the coil.
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algorithm to determine the amount by which the Biot-Savart model calculations needed 
to be scaled for a specific coil. These per-coil scaling factors were then stored for a specific 
setup and further used when performing localization estimations for that and other planes 
in the volume of interest. 

The data collected by a Python script through the AD2 were imported into Matlab® 
R2018a, where the magnetic field amplitude and phase-based sign were calculated for 
each coil and each acquisition point. The amplitude extraction was obtained by perform-
ing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in ~110 periods of the signal and obtaining the maxi-
mum amplitude in the 24.5 kHz–25.5 kHz range, while the sign was based on the phase 
difference between the current sensing signal obtained from the transmitter circuit and 
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Figure 11. Reference setup used for the evaluation of the WIC localization prototypes, including a
Dobot Magician robot arm used for reference position and receiver coil with instrumentation amplifier
PCB. (a) Robot arm placed on the top shelf, as used in the experiments. (b) Robot arm placed on
the top shelf showing complete assembly with a wooden stick. (c) Close-up picture of the tip of the
wooden stick with the instrumentation amplifier PCB and receiver coil in two different orientations.

A calibration step was included in the protocol, as done in [77]. The data points
collected at 12.5 cm from the transmitter were used along with a non-linear least-squares
algorithm to determine the amount by which the Biot-Savart model calculations needed to
be scaled for a specific coil. These per-coil scaling factors were then stored for a specific
setup and further used when performing localization estimations for that and other planes
in the volume of interest.

The data collected by a Python script through the AD2 were imported into Matlab®

R2018a, where the magnetic field amplitude and phase-based sign were calculated for each
coil and each acquisition point. The amplitude extraction was obtained by performing a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in ~110 periods of the signal and obtaining the maximum
amplitude in the 24.5 kHz–25.5 kHz range, while the sign was based on the phase dif-
ference between the current sensing signal obtained from the transmitter circuit and the
receiver signal being processed. This data were then fed into the optimization algorithm
(implemented by using the ‘lsqnonlin’ function from Matlab) with an optimization function
based on the Biot-Savart law. The implementation of the model followed the calculations
presented in [85] for straight current filaments. After obtaining the estimated localization,
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was calculated for each measured plane.

For the optimization algorithm, boundary conditions were defined for a volume of
25 cm × 25 cm × 25 cm. In addition, to consider their possible impact on the accuracy of
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the result, three configurable options for initial conditions were included: (1) real location;
(2) location ‘close’ to the real location with a random Gaussian error (means of 8 ± 3 cm
and 12 ± 4 cm); (3) ‘opposite’ location, in which the initial condition is in the same Z plane
as the real location but in opposite (multiplied by −1) location in the X and Y dimensions.

In addition to the comparison measurements described above for the planar and belt
array transmitters in air, an additional set of measurements were done with the belt array
transmitter around a body phantom (Figure 12). The simplified body phantom modelled
human tissue conductivity at 25 kHz of 0.2 S/m (based on kidney/liver data from [86])
using an aqueous NaCl solution of 12 mmol/L (based on data for aqueous NaCl solution
at 25 ◦C from [87] and consistent with the characteristics reported at higher frequencies
starting at 500 MHz in [88]). The dielectric properties of this simplified body phantom
used for the evaluations at quasi-static frequencies did not specifically model those of body
tissue, but instead approximated those of water.
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formed to estimate the expected magnetic noise. This was done by acquiring a constant 
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Figure 12. Measurement setup for the belt transmitter array using a simplified body phantom
modelling human tissue conductivity at 25 kHz. The receiver coil and amplifier located at the
tip of the wooden stick inside a thin protective plastic cover are shown when placed inside the
phantom liquid.

4. Results
4.1. Simulation of Wearable Transmitter Concepts

The simulation results for the different wearable transmitter array concepts previously
shown in Figure 5 are shown in Figure 13 for magnetic noise levels ranging from 0.001 nT
rms to 500 nT rms. To achieve this, white Gaussian noise was added to each simulated
magnetic direction, followed by calculating the resulting vector for the simulated Rx
orientation (10◦,15◦ in a spherical coordinate system). Measurements were performed to
estimate the expected magnetic noise. This was done by acquiring a constant magnetic
amplitude (leaving 1 Tx coil active and the Rx coil in the same location), computing the
(FFT-based) peak-to-peak magnetic field amplitude and evaluating the AC component of
the obtained amplitude for a total of 588 datapoints. This process was repeated 10 times to
obtain a representative sample variation across iterations and for two different supports of
the receiver coil, namely the robot arm with the wooden stick and on a box on top of the
transmitter. The resulting typical magnetic field noise values were in the range of 0.2 nT
rms to 1.5 nT rms when evaluated in both the robot setup and the box setup (considered to
be a more mechanically stable setting). It was observed that, in some of the measurements,
when using the robot setup, the noise level could reach 10.6 nT rms, which highlights some
limitations of the reference location system (e.g., prone to vibrations).
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Figure 13. Simulation results for the different wearable transmitter array concepts. (a) For a planar
transmitter with 325 mA through the 8 one-dimensional coils; (b) for a patch transmitter with 325 mA
through the 8 one-dimensional coils; (c) for a box wearable transmitter with 1 A through the 9 three-
dimensional coils; (d) for a belt array transmitter with 1 A through the 12 three-dimensional coils.
The simulation results shown correspond to “opposite” initial conditions (see Section 3: Methods).

As shown in Figure 13, both the planar and patch systems have the potential to
estimate localization with errors below 1 cm for the volume of interest. However, due to
the reduced size of the coils and the limited magnetic field amplitude when placed on the
subject’s waist, the box transmitter concept simulations show errors between 20 mm and
40 mm. The use of a belt with the same three-dimensional coils as in the box significantly
improves the localization accuracy due to the spatial distribution of the coils around the
volume of interest. In this case, errors below 1 cm can be achieved for the expected noise
levels. Therefore, the belt array was selected to be implemented in the wearable proof of
concept prototype.

4.2. Simulation Results for the Addition of a Second Receiver Coil

The simulations evaluating the effect of a second receiver coil were limited to the
planar transmitter in order to obtain a general idea of the overall added value of such an
addition for future implementations. Simulations were carried out using different signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) levels to compare the performance of having only one receiver coil
vs. the different approaches when having two coils. These SNR levels were defined with
respect to the averaged signal at 1 cm from the transmitter. Simulations were done for
SNR between 30 dB and 200 dB, considering that for this specific measure, realistic values
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(i.e., comparable to the noise measurements presented in the previous section) are expected
to be around 150 dB.

Simulated results, shown in Figure 14, demonstrate that, as expected, the method
where the optimization solver has doubled the information as input (correctly adapted
for the 90-degree angle of the second receiver) results in better performance in noisy
environments than the other two approaches when using two Rx coils. Furthermore, the
added value of including a second receiver coil in a noisy environment (versus the case
where only one receiver is used) was also seen in these simulations. The decision to include
a second coil within a WIC will depend on the available space and the possible magnetic
effects between the two receiver coils (i.e., when these have ferrite cores). In addition, it
needs to be evaluated whether the limited sensitivity of a second coil (due to the smaller
available space in the second dimension) is enough to provide measurements that can
improve the overall accuracy.
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4.3. Measurement Results in Air Medium

The results, which include MAE for the in-air measurements with the combinations
of transmitter array and instrumentation amplifier presented in Table 2, are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. Each MAE datapoint was obtained from the errors for a 7 × 7 plane at
different heights from the transmitter arrays. The results from the planar setup shown in
Figure 15 confirm the potential of such magnetic-based system to achieve sub-cm accura-
cies, as already reported in literature. This array implementation allowed for achieving a
MAE of as low as 6.5 mm in the 15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm volume when using the initial
conditions defined as “opposite” (see Section 3: Methods) and the MCP6N11 instrumen-
tation amplifier. These results highlight the possibility of the resulting errors remaining
at this level even when reducing the receiver amplification and dynamic range, as was
done in this work, which is a necessary adaptation when moving into a WIC form factor.
Dynamic ranges of ±15 V, typically presented in these systems [81], are not feasible within
a WIC. As mentioned in methodology section and Table 2 the results shown for the two
instrumentation amplifiers were obtained using different current and filtering configura-
tions, as these corresponded to lower obtained errors. Volume-averaged MAE values for
the INA350 under the same settings as the presented MCP6N11 experiments were in the
order of 15 mm (as opposed to 11.5 mm, as in the presented results).
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tion using the INA350 instrumentation amplifier and 1 A through the transmitter coils with a verti-
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cumference ratio) as input to the localization algorithm; (b) MAE values when using all 36 coils from 
the 12 three-dimensional units as input to the localization algorithm. 

These results correspond to a configuration where the receiver coil was in a vertical 
position with respect to the transmitting plane. This is a restriction that clearly cannot be 
imposed for a WIC in realistic conditions, and acceptable errors in different orientations 
should be guaranteed for a useful localization system. When evaluating this system in 
other orientations, increasing errors were observed with an angle increase with respect to 
the transmitter plane (e.g., errors between 4 cm and 5 cm with the receiver inclined by 45°). 
These results contrast with those presented in [81], where the errors remained in the mm 

Figure 15. Localization MAE values for the planar transmitter setup. (a) MAE values for the receiver
configuration with the MCP6N11 instrumentation amplifier and 144 mA through the transmitter
coils; (b) MAE values for the receiver configuration with the INA350 instrumentation amplifier and
325 mA through the transmitter coils. Measurements correspond to a vertical orientation of the
receiver. Reported configurations for each instrumentation amplifier performed better than others,
possibly due to lowered total gain and/or increased noise. INA350 evaluations under the same
MCP6N11 configurations showed an overall MAE value of 15.4 mm.
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Figure 16. Localization of MAE values for the belt transmitter array setup with receiver configuration
using the INA350 instrumentation amplifier and 1 A through the transmitter coils with a vertically
oriented receiver coil. (a) MAE values when using only the Z coils (aligned with the belt circumference
ratio) as input to the localization algorithm; (b) MAE values when using all 36 coils from the 12 three-
dimensional units as input to the localization algorithm.

These results correspond to a configuration where the receiver coil was in a vertical
position with respect to the transmitting plane. This is a restriction that clearly cannot be
imposed for a WIC in realistic conditions, and acceptable errors in different orientations
should be guaranteed for a useful localization system. When evaluating this system in
other orientations, increasing errors were observed with an angle increase with respect to
the transmitter plane (e.g., errors between 4 cm and 5 cm with the receiver inclined by 45◦).
These results contrast with those presented in [81], where the errors remained in the mm
range, even with an inclined one-dimensional receiver. It is hypothesized that this may
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have been due to the larger amplification factor (×500 V/V) and dynamic range (30 V)
used in that work.

The results from the equivalent (in-air) evaluation of the belt transmitter prototype,
which aims to solve the wearability and directionality restrictions by using the small
~1 cm3 three-dimensional coils, are presented in Figure 16. These results are divided in
two scenarios: Figure 16a shows the results when only using the Z component of each
three-dimensional transmitter coil (i.e., the coil aligned with the radius of the transmitter cir-
cumference), while Figure 16b shows the result when using the complete 36 transmitter coils
resulting from 12 three-dimensional coil units. These results (especially Figure 16a) show
that the proposed solution has the potential to achieve low enough errors to be used within
a WIC application. Specifically, for the evaluated volume of 15 cm × 15 cm × 12.5 cm, a
MAE of 13.1 mm was achieved when using the initial conditions defined as “opposite”
(see Section 3: Methods). Nevertheless, these values were slightly higher than the ones
obtained for the planar setup, and most importantly, introducing all the coils in the system
(Figure 16b) caused the overall error to increase by approximately 2 cm, resulting in MAE
values close to 4 cm. This goes against what would be expected, since an increase in the
number (and directionality variation) of transmitter coils would normally have a positive
impact on the accuracy of the localization system. These relatively higher error levels are
believed to be caused by a discrepancy between the used Biot-Savart model and the real
magnetic field values, as will be further explained below.

As with the planar setup, the results shown in Figure 16 were obtained using a vertical
orientation of the receiver coil. When measuring with an inclined coil (45◦ orientation with
respect to transmitter plane), the resulting MAE values were as shown in Figure 17. These
values show an increase in the error when using only the Z coils (i.e., the coil aligned with
the radius of the transmitter circumference), while errors when using all coils remain in the
30–40 mm range.
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Figure 17. Localization MAE values for the belt transmitter array setup with receiver configuration
using the INA350 instrumentation amplifier and 1 A through the transmitter coils, with a receiver coil
inclined at 45◦ with respect to the belt array circumference. (a) MAE values when using only the Z
coils (aligned with the belt circumference ratio) as inputs to the localization algorithm; (b) MAE values
when using all the 36 coils from the 12 three-dimensional units as inputs to the localization algorithm.

This increase in error, as well as the relatively high error from Figure 16b, is presumably
caused by a mismatch between the magnetic field model used in the optimization algorithm
and the actual magnetic field. This is believed to be caused by the Biot-Savart model
used [85], not taking into account the magnetic field increase caused by the ferrite core
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inside the three-dimensional coil, and only modeling the addition of the individual fields
due to each wire segment. To confirm this hypothesis, the theoretical field based on the
Biot-Savart law was plotted and compared to the measured data (see example in Figure 18).
This comparison includes the theoretical field before and after scaling using the per-coil
calibration factors obtained in the calibration step.
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Figure 18. Comparison between the simulated and measured magnetic fields for 49 locations on a
specific test plane. (a) Example where scaling all the points by a common calibration factor resulted
in similar patterns between the measurement and theoretical fields; (b) Example where scaling all the
points by a common calibration factor resulted in a significant discrepancy in the magnitude field
amplitude between the measurement and modelled field.

It is clear from this comparison that, while the magnetic fields at a subset of datapoints
(e.g., on one test plane) for some coils (Figure 18a) can be sufficiently precisely approximated
using a common scaling factor applied to the original Biot-Savart model, in other cases
(Figure 18b), it is not possible to approximate a common scaling factor for all the collected
points without introducing large errors. This implies that such a scaling-factor based
calibration performed at a middle plane cannot accurately compensate for the magnetic
field model over the complete volume of interest and for any possible orientation. A more
complex compensation method that takes into account a more precise field distribution of
the ferrite-core coils is required to further improve accuracy.

To further confirm this spatial dependency, a simulation using a finite element method
(FEM) tool (Using the software Finite Element Method Magnetics [89]) was performed.
The ratio (i.e., scaling factor) between the field generated by a coil with and without a
ferromagnetic core was computed. For this purpose, a two-dimensional simulation of a
solenoid with an iron core (rectangle in Figure 19a) was done, and the field magnitude
along the vertical axis at the center of the solenoid was computed (Figure 19b) along with
the scaling factor. The results indicate that this scaling factor can be between 2 and 3
for fields outside the core (corresponding to the distances 0–5 cm and 10–15 cm in the
simulation). For the actual three-dimensional coils used in the belt array, the scaling factors
were estimated using the least-squares optimization algorithm over a comparable range
from 1.2 to 4.
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Figure 19. Finite element simulation comparing the magnetic field from a coil with a ferromagnetic
core against one with an air core. (a) Simulation space with the rectangle corresponding to a
cross section of a solenoid with an iron core; (b) magnetic field results and ratio between the two
scenarios, showing that there is a position-dependent ratio varying between 2 and 3 for this specific
example case.

4.4. Measurement Results in Simplified Body Phantom

The results for the additional set of measurements from the belt transmitter array
around a simplified body phantom are shown in Figure 20. These measurements were
performed for a vertically oriented receiver coil and show comparable results to the equiv-
alent in-air measurements in Figure 16. This serves as an additional confirmation of the
advantages of using quasi-static electromagnetic signals due to the ‘transparency’ of the
human body (i.e., similar permeability to that of air) to these fields.
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Figure 20. Localization MAE values for the belt transmitter array setup when evaluated around a
body phantom (receiver configuration using the INA350 instrumentation amplifier and 1 A through
the transmitter coils, with a vertically oriented receiver coil). (a) MAE values when using only the Z
coils (aligned with the belt circumference ratio) as input to the localization algorithm; (b) MAE values
when using all the 36 coils from the 12 three-dimensional units as inputs to the localization algorithm.
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5. Discussion

This work presents a proof-of-concept WIC localization system that aims to overcome
the wearability limitations of systems typically found in the literature. To achieve this
goal, simulations of different magnetic transmitter concepts with increased wearability
were performed. Based on these simulations, it was decided to build a prototype which
included a belt array containing three-dimensional coils with ferrite cores. In addition,
an evaluation of the effect of including a second receiver coil in the WIC was conducted.
The simulation results showed that there is a clear advantage in including such a second
receiver inside the WIC. However, this needs to be further evaluated experimentally, and
the choice should consider factors such as the interaction between receiver coils (when
including ferrite cores), available space and need for multi-channel or multiplexed receiver
circuits within the WIC, among others.

Although the results from the planar transmitter showed slightly higher localization
errors than those reported for similar systems, it was shown that even with a reduced gain
and dynamic range, it is possible to obtain localization estimations with errors close to 1 cm.
Receiver circuits with two instrumentation amplifiers, which are potentially usable within
a WIC, were evaluated. These circuits presented a tradeoff between available bandwidth
and power consumption. Therefore, the evaluation of the INA350 amplifier required the
use of higher transmitter current and a higher low-pass cutoff frequency to reduce the
impact of gain reduction caused by its limited bandwidth, which in turn increases the noise
of the signal.

Although the results from the planar transmitter shown in Figure 15 show that the
MCP6N11 can potentially allow for slightly lower errors and higher gains than the INA350,
this implies a tradeoff in power consumption. The selection of the amplification stage
should be done considering the available power for the WIC, the space used and the trans-
mitter characteristics required to achieve an acceptable error for different WIC orientations.
Given the necessary model improvements identified in this work, the selection and an
additional evaluation of the complete system should be done after updating the algorithm
with a more accurate model that represents the field generated by the transmitter coils with
a ferrite core.

The increase in error when evaluating the planar setup in orientations other than
vertical (possibly caused by the reduction of gain and dynamic ratio) highlights the need to
use a transmitter that contains compact coils with different orientations (e.g., the proposed
three-dimensional cubes) not only for improved wearability, but also as a compensation
mechanism for the limitations in amplification and dynamic range when including a
receiver system within a WIC. These results, together with the wearability limitations
found in literature, led to the selection of three-dimensional coil cubes for the proposed
belt array.

It was found that a transmitter with a belt-shaped array of three-dimensional coils,
such as the one proposed in this work, can help to overcome these limitations, as compara-
ble errors to the planar setup were found. Furthermore, the validation using a simplified
body phantom served as an additional indication of the transparency of the human body
to quasi-static magnetic fields and the well-documented advantage of magnetic-based
localization methods compared to RF-based techniques.

Despite this, it was clear from the obtained belt array results that the localization
estimation using such a wearable prototype would greatly benefit from a more accurate
model that includes the effects of having a ferromagnetic core in the transmitter coils. This
is evident in the evaluation of the data presented in Figure 18 and the FEM simulation
shown in Figure 19, from which it can be concluded that the use of the Biot-Savart law
together with a calibrated coil-specific scaling factor is not enough to accurately model the
effects of the ferrite core. Based on this, it is expected that a more accurate model of these
coils will result in a lower localization error. Therefore, the next steps could involve the use
of techniques such as the addition of current filaments to the model that would represent
the generated currents in the ferrite, or the use of a point dipole source model. In the case
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of the addition of model current filaments, iterative approaches based on FEM simulations
and/or characterization measurements could be used to find the optimal distribution of
filament locations and current amplitudes within the model. This, in combination with
additional experiments, can be used to validate that the obtained localization estimations
have acceptable errors that are maintained for different WIC orientations.

Furthermore, additional modifications to the system are required to translate this con-
cept into a specific WIC implementation. This includes a method to extract the magnitude
and (relative) sign of the acquired signals that does not depend on a common controller
for the transmitter (wearable belt) and receiver (the WIC) units. In addition, it is possible
that the limited dynamic range within the WIC, together with the third-order exponential
decrease in the magnetic signal, would require real-time adaptations in gain, receiver
tuning or other parameters in order to guarantee the performance of the WIC localization
system in the volume of interest and for random orientations. The specific characteristics
of these implementations will depend on the performance of the selected transmitter, along
with an updated magnetic model.

When considering a realistic environment, it is also important to consider non-circular
belt shapes that follow the varying anatomical body shapes. The effects of relative motion
(depending on whether the belt is worn at the waist or at the chest level) may also need
to be corrected using compensation algorithms, possibly in combination with additional
receiver device(s) placed on the subject’s torso and abdomen.

In addition to the model mismatch, additional error may have been introduced in
the reported results by errors from the reference location. For example, vibrations in the
robot arm can introduce additional noise, and robot positioning errors of approximately
2 mm were identified even after performing the manufacturer-recommended calibration.
Nevertheless, the main source of error in the results shown for the belt transmitter array
remains the difference between the modelled air coils and the magnetic field generated by
the coils with ferrite cores. To improve accuracy in this regard, a possible solution could be
the use of a robot arm with greater precision, together with a setup with a more controlled
configuration (minimizing the possible vibrations). Alternatively, a mechanical setup with
manual movement between points could be used, although this would increase the time
required for performing measurements in the complete volume of interest.

6. Conclusions

The presented work aimed to overcome the wearability limitations of magnetic-based
WIC localization systems. After simulation of different concepts with increased wearability,
a proof-of-concept belt array transmitter was built and evaluated. The results showed
the potential of such a wearable array to perform WIC localization with MAE errors
within the range of 10–25 mm, which were comparable with the sub-cm errors obtained
by reproducing a planar transmitter array with reduced gain and dynamic range in the
receiver side. Despite these promising results, it was found that improvements to the model
when using transmitter coils with a ferrite core are necessary. These are expected to further
decrease the WIC localization errors and enable the use of magnetic-based localization
systems in ambulatory settings; a functionality that is gaining importance given the recent
advances in WICs with multiple sensing capabilities.
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